Multi-layer AHB
Overview

This overview describes the functionality of the multi-layer AHB in the following sections:

- Preliminary material on page 1-2
- Introduction on page 1-3
- Implementation on page 1-4
- Advanced options on page 1-5
- Example implementation on page 1-8.
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2 Introduction

Multi-layer AHB is an interconnection scheme, based on the AHB protocol, that enables parallel access paths between multiple masters and slaves in a system. This is achieved by using a more complex interconnection matrix. Key advantages are:

- You can develop multi-master systems with an increased available bus bandwidth.
- You can construct complex multi-master systems that have a flexible architecture. This removes the requirement to fix design decisions about the allocation of system resources to particular masters at the hardware design stage.
- You can use standard AHB master and slave modules without requiring modification.
- Each AHB layer can be very simple because it only has one master, so no arbitration or master-to-slave muxing is required. These layers can use the AHB-Lite protocol, meaning that they do not have to support request and grant, or retry and split transactions.
- The arbitration effectively becomes point arbitration at each peripheral and is only necessary when more than one master wants to access the same slave simultaneously.
- The only hardware you have to add to the standard AHB transport infrastructure is the multiplexor block to connect the multiple masters to the peripherals.
- Because the multi-layer architecture is based on the existing AHB protocol, you can reuse previously-designed masters and slaves without modification.

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the basic multi-layer concept.

![Figure 1 Basic multi-layer concept](image-url)
3 Implementation

In the simplest implementation of a multi-layer system, each master has its own AHB layer and is connected to the slave devices by an interconnect matrix, as shown in Figure 2.

![Multi-layer interconnect topology](image)

Within the interconnect matrix:

1. Every layer has a Decode stage that determines which slave is required for a transfer.
2. A mux routes the transfer from the appropriate layer to the required slave.

If two layers require access to the same slave at the same time, the arbitration within the interconnect matrix must determine which layer has highest priority. The layer that is not given access is waited using \texttt{HREADY} until it is given access to the required slave. When a layer is waited an Input Stage is used to store a copy of the pipelined address and control information until the access to the shared slave is given.

Each slave port has its own arbitration and a number of different schemes can be used. For example:

- input layers can be serviced in round-robin manner, changing every transfer or every burst
- the arbitration can use a fixed priority scheme where certain high priority layers are always given access in preference to lower priority layers.

The number of input/output ports on the interconnect matrix is completely flexible and can be adapted to suit the system requirements.
4 Advanced options

This section describes:
- *Bus configurations* on page 1-5
- *Multi-port slaves* on page 1-7.

4.1 Bus configurations

As the number of masters and slaves in a system increases, the complexity of the interconnect matrix can become significant. You can use the following techniques to optimize the system architecture:

- Figure 3 shows how you can make slaves local, or private, to a particular layer. This reduces the complexity of the interconnect matrix. You can use this when it is acceptable that a slave can only be accessed by masters on the same layer.
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**Figure 3 Local slaves**

- Figure 4 on page 1-6 shows how you can make multiple slaves appear as a single slave to the interconnect matrix. This is useful to combine a number of low-bandwidth slaves. You can also use it where a set of slaves are normally accessed by just one master, such as a DMA controller, and the interconnect matrix is used only to give access to other masters under special circumstances, such as debugging the system.
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**Figure 4 Multi-port slaves**
In the simplest implementation of a multi-layer system, each master has its own layer. Figure 5 shows how you can also build a system where multiple masters share a layer. This is well suited to combine masters that have low-bandwidth requirements or masters, such as the Test Interface Controller (TIC), that have particular characteristics.
Each layer can be a complete AHB subsystem, with the interconnect matrix being used to enable communication between the two subsystems. The example in Figure 6 shows only a single slave is shared. Typically this is an on-chip memory slave that is used as a buffer area between the two subsystems.

4.2 Multi-port slaves

In a multi-layer AHB system certain slaves, such as an SDRAM controller, are able to operate more efficiently by processing transfers from different layers in parallel. Figure 7 shows how you can do this by designing the slave with multiple AHB slave ports.
5 Example implementation

The techniques described in Advanced options on page 1-5 can be combined into a single system. The example in Figure 8 on page 1-8 shows:

- CPU1 has a dedicated AHB layer, layer 1.
- CPU2 and the DMA engine share AHB layer 2.
- There is a dedicated SRAM block connected to layer 1, only accessible from CPU1.
- The LCD controller is only connected to layer 2, because this is the layer on which the DMA engine operates.
- The interconnect matrix has two slave ports, each accessible from either layer. One of the devices on these slave ports can be an AHB to APB bridge, enabling the connection of many, low-bandwidth peripherals.
- The external SDRAM interface has its own two-port connection to both layers.

Figure 8 Example multi-layer AHB system